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RESTORE YOUR SHINE WITH RESTORE YOUR SHINE WITHTORQTORQ

HEAVY DUTY BOTTLE & SPRAYER
ACC_115_GR

4.4 7 REVIEWS WRITE A REVIEW

$2.99 $4.99 MSRP

Spend $50 and Receive a Free 16oz Hand Sanitizer Learn More

In StockSTYLE

SPRAYER ONLY 16OZ  BOTTLE WI… 32OZ  BOTTLE WI…

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

One-time purchase

Subscribe, Shine & Save undefined% Off This Product Info Subscription
items will ship automatically unless you cancel. By placing this order you
are authorizing us to charge your card for future orders at the frequency
and quantity you selected. The actual cost of each shipment may vary
depending on the quantity and frequency chosen. For customer service or
to cancel, email customerservice@chemicalguys.com or call (866) 822-
3670.

Deliver Every: 
1 Month
2 Months
3 Months

You can manage, modify, or cancel your Subscribe, Shine & Save item(s)
online at any time. Pay when your order ships.

Add to upcoming subscription order and receive 10% off

Add to Next Order on Subscribe to this product and have it conveniently

delivered to you at the frequency you choose! Read the FAQ here. Promotion
subject to change. 
Get one-time
Subscribe and get 10% off on every order Ships Every:
1 Month
2 Months
3 Months

Unscrew sprayer head and fill the bottle with your preferred detailing cleaner, degreaser, or detail spray.1

Use the pre-marked dilution ratio levels on the bottle to mix chemical with water for the perfect amount of cleaning strength.2

Reattach sprayer head and shake bottle to mix solution.3

Squeeze trigger and foam product over the workpiece.4

Adjust the sprayer nozzle for precise foam thickness control as needed.5

Time

5 – 10 Minutes

Expertise

Beginner

Prep

None

What Else You’ll Need

Cleaning Solution
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5 Love it !

Comments about Heavy Duty Bottle & Sprayer
This bottle is awesome! The sprayer is of quality which right out of the gate is what I consider most important but the bottle also has
labeling that I love, it gives plenty of room and markings for important information and the labels are a texture that allowed your writing
to easily stay on the bottle.

Submitted 1 month ago
By Mike.C
From Medical Lake WA

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line Yes, I would recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 0 0 Flag this review

5 Brings Joy - Quality and WORKS

I never thought a spray bottle could bring me so much joy. I actually bought these for cleaning; I make my own cleaning solutions at
home and needed a good spray bottle. I was starting to grow hopeless about finding a spray bottle that just worked. I had purchased a
plethora of different bottles from a variety of retailers. They either tipped over due to poor balance, were too big (almost no one offered
16 oz - the perfect size for me), but most importantly, they all felt like there was some kind of air leak when pulling the trigger because
the spray was pathetic. Finally, a spray bottle that actually sprays, is well balanced, and just a pleasure to use! The clear plastic also
really looks nice.

Submitted 5 months ago
By David
From Tampa, FL

Was this review helpful to you? 0 0 Flag this review

4 A very versat ile spray head

I really like these, I've bought half a dozen of them. The spray pattern adjusts nicely and sprays smooth and effortlessly. The only knock I
have against it is that the tip drips some. So when your spraying a lot at one end, like covering a large area, it will drip a bit onto your
trigger finger. It's not a deal breaker, just a little annoying.

Submitted 1 year ago
By Seth
From Warrington, PA

Bottom Line Yes, I would recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 0 2 Flag this review

5 Quality is fantast ic. Spray Tube is long last ing

I use this sprayer for cleaning solutions. It works really well with dishwashing liquid and borax, washing soda, baking soda, glycerin. It
dispenses flawlessly. I tried to make the solution as thick as possible. The sprayer works so well, you can control how much is dispensed
by the amount of grip and push you use. Thank you Chemical Guys.

Submitted 1 year ago
By Fort Wayne Cleaning Guy
From Fort Wayne

Bottom Line Yes, I would recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 0 0 Flag this review

2 Wont  hold up with industrial solvents

tried running MEK threw it, and will eat it up pretty quick. otherwise is does spray nice. Submitted 6 years ago
By Blake889
From MN, USA

Verified Buyer
Bottom Line No, I would not recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 6 2 Flag this review
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KITS MICROFIBER & ACCESSORIES WASH & DRY WHEELS & TIRES EXTERIOR CARE & PAINT INTERIOR & TRIM BEYOND CARS

More Details

More Details

More Details

More Details

More Details

Looking for dependable auto detailing & care? Rely on Chemical Guys for quality and long-lasting products.

https://www.carid.com/chemical-guys/
https://www.carid.com/auto-detailing.html

